We have shown earlier that analysis of DNA sequences using a two-dimensional 
Introduction
One of the most interesting problems in theoretical biology is discrimination between intron and exon segments in eukaryotic genes which are characterized by long intervening sequences between the coding regions. This is of especial importance in view of the current trends towards analysis of genome length sequences, of which the Human Genome Project is the most outstanding example.
Several methods have been proposed to isolate the exon regions from the rest, with varying degrees of successes. Mount (1982) made an extensive study of intron-exon boundary regions using known splice sites junction sequences and derived a nine-nucleotide consensus sequence for the donor (5') junction and a 16-nucleotide consensus sequence for the acceptor (3') junction; however, such sequences are also found at other locations within a protein-coding gene and thus detract from their use as a splice-site predictive tool. Ilda and Sasaki (1983) and Ilda (1985) found four sequence patterns, the presence of one of which they considered necessary and sufficient Computer Division, Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, 4 Raja S.C.Mullick Road, Calcutta 700 032, condition for most donor splice-site selection. Staden (1984a,b) defined computer algorithms to discriminate between coding and non-coding regions based on preferences of codon usage. Ohshima and Gotoh (1987) , using extensive computer analysis of genes for human, rat, mouse and chicken, concluded that the most important signal in splice-site determination resides in a 40-60 nucleotide region surrounding the site, but this alone is not generally sufficient for the selection. Reddy et al. (1991) , also using extensive computer analyses on the human genome, determined that a significant amount of information resides in a near-neighbourhood region of ~60 nucleotides around the splice sites and may serve as a marker for the splice-site region; this approach enabled Reddy et al. to propose a weight matrix method to predict potential splice sites which was found to have a success rate of 87%. Near 90% accuracy in splice-site recognition has been claimed by Kel et al. (1993) through their SITEVIDEO computer system for functional site analysis and recognition using a utility function. Mural et al. (1992) have proposed a method using neural network analysis to determine exon regions and achieved a success rate of 90%. These and other approaches such as the matrix of nucleotide frequencies (Shapiro and Senapathy, 1987) , the perceptron function (Iida, 1988) , discrimination energy (Berg and von Hippel, 1988) , neural networks (Holley and Karplus, 1991) , methods of functional site classification (Kudo et al., 1992) , etc., achieve a fair degree of accuracy, but the high level of complexity and sophistication required in these analyses, and the lack of transparency in the procedures-especially where artifical intelligence techniques are employed-have implied that homology studies and matching of protein activities remain the most common framework for determining the exon regions.
In this paper we show that a simple and intuitive approach can be taken to make a preliminary assessment of possible protein-coding regions in DNA sequences using a two-dimensional graphical representation discussed earlier by this author (Nandy, 1994a,b) . This representation displays distinct differences in the maps of introns and exons arising from the intrinsic differences in their base compositions and distributions (Nandy and Nandy, 1995) . This feature can be used to perform a rapid search in a long DNA sequence to provide an indication of possible exon regions within the sequence with a reasonable degree of accuracy; firmer determination of the exact donor and acceptor sites can then be made from a subsequent closer inspection of the sequence in, say, the letter series representation. We have analysed several gene sequences that code for various proteins and found the method to provide a good indication of exon regions in intron-rich sequences.
Method
The method we follow is a variation of that of gene search by content. It is based on the observation outlined in our previous paper (Nandy and Nandy, 1995) that intron and exon regions have significantly different base compositions and sequences, with exons tending to have a fairly homogeneous base composition, whereas the intron regions tend to have a high preponderance of A,T or G,C bases. These show up as differences in their maps in a two-dimensional graphical representation (Gates, 1986; Nandy, 1994a) where we construct a symmetric purinepyrimidine Cartesian coordinate system, with purines on the .v-axis (A in the negative direction, G positive) and pyrimidines on the >'-axis (T in the negative direction, C positive), and plot the sequence structure as a succession of points, one for each occurrence of each base. This will give rise to a map of the gene sequence, whose structure in terms of base distribution will be reflected from the progression of the points along the map. The details of such a representation and the rich diversity of information obtainable therefrom have been discussed in detail elsewhere (Gates, 1986; Nandy, 1994a,b; Nandy and Nandy, 1995) . We merely reiterate that in such a representation, conserved sequences such as the globin genes have been shown to have uniquely recognizable patterns which provide a base for global homology search in an intuitatively simple way, and that the systematic differences observable in the patterns of these genes appear to be directly related to evolutionary divergence (Nandy, 1994a) . We have also seen (Gates, 1986; Nandy and Nandy, 1995) that the graphs generated in this representation provide direct visual identification of regions of different relative abundances of the various bases, and the presence of long stretches of repeated structures. We have also remarked (Nandy and Nandy, 1995) that differences in base composition intrinsic to intron and exon sequences lead to marked differences in their graphical epresentations.
Because of these differences between introns and exons, the intron segments generally show up in such a graphical representation as comparatively more open, filament-like structures than the exons, which tend to form more closed curves leading to formation of dense clusters of points, especially in the higher eukaryotic gene sequences. This is readily apparent when we plot individual intron-exon regions, as for example around the region of exon no. 16 of the chicken myosin heavy chain (MHC) gene (Figure 1) , and observable also with varying degrees of complexity in other gene sequences such as the tubulins, heat shock proteins and globins. A quantitative technique for measuring the cluster densities and their variations with gene types is discussed elsewhere (Nandy, 1995) .
We merely note here that while individual exon maps can form quite dense clusters, as for example in the case of the 16th exon of the chicken MHC gene, when the exons are viewed together in tandem they may form more open curves depending on the overall base composition as in the case of the MHC genes ( Figure  2a ) (Nandy and Nandy, 1995) : small deviations from complete homogeneity in individual exons may get amplified as the exons are arranged in tandem. This does not, however, detract from the general observation that the individual exons generally exhibit a more compact cluster formation on our graphical representation, while the introns map into long, filamentous structures ( Figure 2 ). The clustering tendency of the exons is found to be more pronounced in some genes such as the MHC genes and the globins, and less so in some others such as the tubulin, the heat shock proteins, etc., from which we may make a tentative hypothesis that the exons of the later genes, which generally have longer introns, tend to form denser clusters (Nandy, 1995) . We note in passing that the relatively more ancient bacterial genes such as the intronless bacteriophage lambda have a rather open structure (for both the G/C and A/T rich halves) in this representation.
We can use this observation of the differences in clustering of intron and exon sequences to measure the slope of the curve at different points and discriminate between the two regions. Because the intron segments tend to form long filaments, the slope averaged over small segments along the intron sequence can be expected to be more or less steady, barring minor fluctuations in parts. In the case of the exons where there is considerable clustering, there will be very rapid changes in slope giving rise to significant fluctuations. This difference in the behaviour of the average slope over stretches of the gene sequence can help distinguish the exon and the intron segments.
The averaging procedure adopted for a measure of the slope of the curve representing the gene sequence in our graphical plot is as follows. We choose a window length of If bases and a starting point (A,, yj) at any convenient base number j on the sequence, and construct the two 
neous displacements over a window length W:
The averaging will smooth out the instantaneous fluctuations over the window length, but leave the larger fluctuations occurring over longer base sequences alone. If we plot the Yj against base numbers j onwards on a Cartesian coordinate system, we will get a curve of the average slope that should differentiate between regions of large fluctuations and small ones. Thus the small distortions visible in the filament-like maps of the introns will even out in the slope-base number map, but longer regions of rapid changes in direction of the sequence plot in our graphical representation will show up in contrast. Going into a little more detail with the kinase gene, we may mention here that at a window size of 25 bases we have noticed that the slope versus base number curve shows a large number of peaks arising from the variations seen in the twodimensional map of the sequence; however, the peaks over the intron segments damp out as the window is increased through 30 to 40 to 50, and those over the exon regions become smoother and gradually smaller as the window width approaches the size of the exon. The same comments hold true for the collagen gene segment analysed here. It is interesting to note, therefore, that while large exons are easier to detect in this procedure, small exons regions can also be detected with careful choice and progression of window widths as the peaks over the intron regions generally tend to die out faster due to the inherent base compositional differences between introns and exons. The importance of a proper choice of window size can be understood by considering the case of the chicken MHC gene segment alluded to earlier at various window sizes (Figure 4) . A small window size of 15 in this case shows large fluctuations over the entire segment range without any discrimination of the introns and exons (Figure 4a ). The fluctuations smooth out to some extent at window size 25, but there is a spurious peak in the region of base number 11 400 (Figure 4b ). The case of window size 50 eliminates this spurious peak and shows all the exon regions quite neatly, but exon number 18 is separated from the next exon by a small intron piece and therefore its peak gets grouped together with that of the next exon. At size 100 this grouping together is even more acute and exon 18 is lost to the analysis. Notice also that as the A.Nandv window size is extended, the fluctuation peaks get smoother and shorter and displaced more to the right, as is to be expected from our averaging procedure. Large window sizes have the advantage that fluctuations of larger sizes will be smoothed out from the graph, making the intron segments in particular generally more uniform; however, this would also imply that short, closely spaced exons may be lost to the analysis. Some parts of the intron segments can contain fluctuation regions comparable in size to the window lengths or to the exon regions of interest. The chimpanzee (-globin gene, which is distingished by a long intron region, is a case in point ( Figure 5 ). The slope calculation procedure identifies the three globin exon regions very well. There is also, however, a spurious peak at around base number 2400; a detailed analysis of base composition in the three regions 2100-2300, 2301 -2500 and 2501 -2700 shows a change in base composition from a predominantly G-rich part (A:C:G:T is 1:0.6:2:0.6) in the first region to an almost homogeneous composition (1:1.2:1.4:0.9) in the second and back to G-rich sequence (1:1.2:2.6:0.7) in the third. Since this procedure of identifying exon regions is completely sequence composition driven, such spurious signals will arise where the intron compositions have large variability as, for example, in introns with sharp changes in directions as in the case of the globin gene introns, or those occurring in the rat MHC genes.
Results and discussion
Thus the method described here to discriminate between introns and exons can be considered to be applicable to the case of intron-rich eukaryotic genes. The procedure to be adopted should be:
1.
Select primary sequences where the graph shows filamentous structure with occassional areas of high density of points. 2.
Construct the slope versus base number graph with appropriate window size, say 25 to start with. 3.
If the graph shows very sharp fluctuations over very wide ranges, increase the window size and try again. 4.
When the graph shows a reasonably smooth curve with occassional sharp differences, those are the regions where a closer inspection may be done for locating exons. Discount regions where long filamentous maps show sudden changes in direction which may lead to spurious peaks.
A notable exception to the rule would be cases like the rat MHC gene described in detail in our previous paper (Nandy and Nandy, 1995) . Such extremely complex intron sequences will lead to sharp fluctuations along almost the entire length of the sequence, thus nullifying this procedure for identifying coding regions. The peculiarities of this gene had been noted earlier by the experimentalists as well, and Strehler et al. (1986) have ascribed this to the possibility of intron additions and alterations during the evolution of this gene. In contrast, gene duplication and repetition would give rise to a more uniform representation, as we have seen for the chicken myosin genes (Nandy and Nandy, 1995) , and the large incidence of repetitive units in introns ensures the applicability of the present technique over a wide range of genes.
Summary and conclusions
Thus we find that the two-dimensional graphical representation method for gene sequences provides an intuitively simple and easy method to discriminate for the likely exon regions in an unknown eukaryotic sequence through an average slope procedure, irrespective of the sizes of the exons. Other graphical methods such as the chaos generator diagrams of Jeffrey (1990) are useful tools for mapping gene families, but are not easily oriented towards predicting protein-coding regions. The standard technique of Staden (1984c Staden ( , 1990 for such predictions relies on base positional frequency tables generated from a study of several identified genes and provides good fits to known samples by graphical means. In comparison, the level of identification generated by our technique is comaparable in terms of numbers of exon regions identified since both systems fundamentally rely on base compositional differences, but exact identification in terms of initiation and termination points are, however, less clear in our relatively elementary system. This method of preliminary determination of probable exon regions therefore will naturally need to be supplanted by more specific methods, as discussed earlier, to determine the exact start and stop signals, and also to eliminate some of the spurious regions that may be identified. Since the current technique does not distinguish between possible reading frames, it is not useful to identify stop codons to eliminate some of the possible candidates. The method may also be non-discriminatory in those regions where extended sequence segments have large degrees of variation between bases as, for example, in those that wrap around histones or correspond to specific structural features. Nevertheless, some rapid scanning method to identify probable exon segments which can provide starting points for more quantitative analyses would be useful when dealing with megabase long sequences where the more precise methods currently available will prove time consuming and forbidding exercises when applied ab initio. It is in this context that the simple technique outlined here should prove to be very useful.
